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Chapter 1521: Cloudy Qilin Clan’s secret (6) 

Huang Yueli’s eyes grew wide, “There’s such a thing! A huge clan like Cloudy Qilin Clan actually does 

this?” 

She had once heard that some sects would use the spartan method of filtering their disciples but in 

Soaring Heavens Continent, most Sect felt that this method was too cruel and the method itself was 

similar to demonic ways hence proper large Sects would not do that. 

However Cloudy Qilin Clan had a respectable status in God Realm yet they actually adopted this method 

which was why it made her extremely surprised. 

Li Moying however didn’t think much of it, “A large clan with an inheritance of several thousand 

hundred years really isn’t that simple to achieve? For Cloudy Qilin Clan to have this kind of regulation, 

there must be a reason for it! Moreover speaking, the art of cultivation originally is a fight against 

heavens so there really aren’t too many who can reach the peak. Furthermore, even if there is no such 

regulation, did you really think that the same generation in the clan would not attack each other 

mutually? This is merely bringing the underground fights to the surface.” 

Huang Yueli immediately thought of Murong Fei and Li Lingchuan and the others who pushed them 

down her, as she sighed. 

She couldn’t not admit that what Li Moying said was right. 

“In this case, this place really is Cloudy Qilin Clan’s refinement grounds? But how do you go on with the 

refinement here? To what extent of accomplishment do we achieve before we can leave this place?” 

Li Moying shook his head and said, “Senior Wu Ding’s manuscript didn’t talk about this in detail. He only 

mentioned that while in the valley, the higher the grade of the magical beasts killed, the more 

advantages one would gain and the more central the location, the higher the grade of the magical 

beasts. Lastly entering the deepest core of the central region would result in confirmation of the final 

refinement results.” 

He paused and continued, “That’s right, Senior Wu Ding also mentioned that in the ancient times, it 

wasn’t an easy matter to enter the valley for refinement. Only the strongest among the same generation 

would be able to enter so our luck isn’t that bad for us to be able to enter this place.” 

Huang Yueli smiled, “I’d never expected that Li Lingchuan thought that he could harm us but in the end, 

he helped us instead!” 

Li Moying swept her a glance and kept his smile away as he replied solemnly, “Don’t be too quick to be 

happy. The rate of those peerless geniuses who entered this valley and failed are around eighty percent 

and above! Cloudy Qilin Clan’s experience training uses the failures’ blood to pave the way! So later 

when we leave this place, you have to follow me closely and you’re not allowed to run off on your own!” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she immediately protested, “What are you saying? Since when have I ran 

off on my own? Moreover, I’m not a young child and my cultivation isn’t that weak alright? I can take 

good care of myself!” 



Li Moying responded, “If this was the Sacred Phoenix Race’s turf or even an ordinary inheritance ground, 

I would be absolutely assured. But this is the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s refinement grounds so a little lass from 

the Sacred Phoenix Race like you had better not cause any trouble for me.” 

“What’s wrong with us Sacred Phoenix Race? Have I ruffled your feathers? Hmph!” Huang Yueli raised 

her chin in a pampered yet arrogant look. 

After a while later, she seemed to have recalled something and questioned, “From what you said you’ve 

finally admitted that you’re from the Cloudy Qilin Clan?” 

Li Moying frowned, “Actually I’m still not entirely sure…. But the entrance of the secret room is 

obviously set up with a restraint. Generally speaking, unless it’s been damaged by brute force or only 

those practitioners with the same bloodline as senior would be able to enter. Plus the face that little 

qilin acknowledges me as its Master… so there’s a high possibility that I’m from Cloudy Qilin Clan…” 

Chapter 1522: Cloudy Qilin Clan’s secret (7) 

The longer Huang Yueli looked at him, the more she suddenly felt upset. 

Not knowing why, she seemed to have a repulsive feeling towards Cloudy Qilin Clan as there was an ill 

premonition in her heart. 

Li Moying didn’t notice her unusual condition. He stood up and said, “Since we’re clear of the situation, 

we should start moving. 

Huang Yueli’s lips twitched, “In which way are we clear? We still haven’t figured out a way to leave this 

place!” 

“We indeed don’t know but since we’re already here at the refinement grounds, then we can only take 

part in the refinement. Cloudy Qilin Clan has gathered here for so many years and so many disciples in 

the clan had taken part in the refinement so there should be a way to leave. As long as the refinement is 

completed, they should be transmitted out somehow.” 

Li Moying’s guess was logical and reasonable which left her unable to rebuke him. 

Furthermore, Huang Yueli knew clearly in her heart that Cloudy Qilin Clan’s refinement was 

exceptionally important towards Li Moying’s lift in his abilities. 

Even if Li Moying wasn’t from the Cloudy Qilin Clan, he was an exceptionally talented thunder attributed 

practitioner. 

As long as he was able to pass the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s refinement, the rewards which he could reap in 

the end was unimaginable! Even if it wasn’t to leave this place, he should not give up on such a heavenly 

golden opportunity! 

Danger or whatever was not in Li Moying’s boundary of consideration. 

In his past life, the reason why he was able to become Soaring Heavens Continent’s number one top 

expert, other than the fact that he had absolute outstanding innate talent, more importantly he had 

always looked forward not fearing any challenges and definitely not letting go of any chance at all! 



Huang Yueli understood him the best so she didn’t bother with any gibberish as she immediately stood 

up and followed him closely. 

“Then let’s go!” 

She thought for a moment and opened her mouth again, “But, you’d better put these on first.” 

She retrieved some pieces of Profound Armament from the Sky Phoenix Ring and passed it over to Li 

Moying. 

These items were obtained in Sage Wu Ding’s cave the other day and at that time, Huang Yueli kept it all 

with the intention of doing research on it. But as the situation now was slightly more urgent, Li Moying 

needed to prove his ability to pass the refinement with his best standard, hence she had no choice but 

to bring it out. 

Li Moying accepted it from her hands and gave her a grin, “Finally willing to give it to me?” 

Huang Yueli rolled her eyes at him. 

Li Moying then smiled and speedily put on the Profound Armor, then wearing the Profound Artifact and 

pulled out the Amethyst Light Sword. 

Huang Yueli’s fingers moved deftly and very quickly, the array to the cave was shut. 

The minute the array’s barrier vanished, the magical beasts which laid in wait outside the cave 

immediately surged upwards! 

They had already been blocked out of the cave by the array for three days and had starved for a long 

time! They were obviously blocked by an array and could still sense two exceptionally delicious people 

with overflowing Profound Energy but they could only watch with their eyes and were not able to 

devour them! 

This feeling was especially annoying and the magical beasts hungered for the two of them even more. 

Hence when the restraint was set free, those magical beasts seemed as though they had gone mad, 

fighting to be the first as they pounced over towards them! 

Li Moying’s foot stepped hard and he swiftly moved in front to block Huang Yueli. The Amethyst Light 

Sword swung out several bright rays in mid-sky as though it was a piece of unregulated pattern but in 

actual fact, he had already struck out more than a hundred strokes within an instant! 

The foremost few magical beasts were heavily injured and shocked beyond senses as they hastily 

retreated backwards! 

If it was before, Li Moying would usually not bother to chase after the injured magical beasts. 

Because there were simply too many magical beasts around and it was necessary for him to continue 

fighting so he couldn’t waste his Profound Energy. Anyway after these magical beasts were injured, their 

Profound Energy would dissipate and they would turn into a meal for their common species, being 

swallowed cleanly. 

Chapter 1523: Free cultivation giveaway (1) 



But now, after he read Sage Wu Ding’s manuscript, his heart was suddenly moved upon looking at those 

escaping magical beasts. 

The manuscript mentioned that the more magical beasts which were killed in the refinement, the more 

advantages he would derive… 

If he wanted to get a good result in the refinement, just forcing them to retreat wasn’t enough, he must 

strike them down one by one! 

Li Moying’s thoughts flashed past swiftly as his footwork allowed him to catch up to them swiftly! 

These magical beasts escaped really quickly and they headed towards different directions while fleeing. 

Luckily Li Moying had decisively decided on a direction immediately as he pursued and as several bolts 

of lightning flashed past, a sixth grade magical beast died under his sword! 

With a loud “Boom”, the magical beast’s body laid limp on the ground. 

Li Moying withdrew his sword and was just about to leave when his gaze suddenly grazed past the 

magical beast’s corpse for a moment as he stood stunned. 

“Hmm?” 

Seeing the magical beast’s body suddenly smoking with bursts of bluish purple current, little small light 

balls started to float out from its body as it slowly rose upwards into the sky. 

Those magical beasts which were not too far away all got excited as they ferociously pounced over upon 

seeing these little light balls! 

Li Moying was in a daze for a breath’s time when he suddenly understood the entire meaning. 

These light balls were thunder attributed energy which had been accumulated in that magical beast’s 

body and following its death, these energies were unable to be contained in its body so it could only 

dissipate out, returning back to the valley once again…. 

Meanwhile these energy itself was extremely pure, even purer than those intentionally gathered 

Heaven and Earth Profound Energy by those ancient practitioners, even denser by a hundred or 

thousand times! 

Seeing the surrounding magical beasts about to pounce towards him, Li Moying’s right hand suddenly 

rose up as he waved gently. 

Those light balls instantly changed its direction and like an invisible hand guiding it, it flew towards his 

side. 

The other magical beasts seemed as though they had gone crazy as they bared their fangs and pounded 

ferociously towards Li Moying. 

Li Moying’s expression didn’t change at all as he steadily guided those light balls. 

It merely took a couple of breath’s time when the light balls all fell into his palm. 



The minute it laid on him, Li Moying felt a stream of warm energy entering his meridians. This energy 

was not only pure and powerful, it was also extremely compatible with his Profound Energy! 

Originally it was a difficult talk to combine external energy internally and it usually required a long time 

to medicate and refine but these light balls seemed to merge with his internal Profound Energy 

immediately and the process was extremely fast. So fast that Li Moying had yet to sense it obviously and 

the energy from the light balls had already become a part of him! 

Li Moying’s face lit up with a joyous and shocked expression the minute the light balls’ energy entered 

his body! 

The him who was usually calm and composed suddenly felt perturbed right now. 

These light balls contained that sixth grade magical beast’s Profound Energy which he had just killed. 

Besides that, it was maintained rather perfectly, almost equivalent to fifty percent of the sixth stage 

magical beast’s Profound Energy while it was still alive! 

One must know that the magical beast core which they usually killed could only retain less than thirty 

percent of the magical beast’s Profound Energy when it was still alive. During absorption, they were 

usually only able to refine half of it. 

As compared to that, the light balls in this valley which magical beasts gave out after their deaths 

contained energy which was simply too powerful, and it could even be absorbed instantly….. 

This simply was akin to free cultivation giveaway! 

No wonder Cloudy Qilin Clan tried ways and means to create such horrifying and sinister refinement 

grounds. 

Chapter 1524: Free cultivation giveaway (2) 

These magical beasts that Cloudy Qilin Clan reared, although they were extremely dangerous as this kind 

of model, attracted chain attacks which could instantly take away a weak practitioner’s life. 

But to a strong practitioner, these magical beasts were simply offering their Profound Energy. Though 

killing them to obtain Profound Energy, it was a kind of cultivation method which was faster than any 

other kind of training! 

Li Moying’s spirit jolted as the gaze he casted upon those few magical beasts pouncing towards him 

changed entirely. 

The magical beasts were running swiftly in mid-air when they suddenly felt a chill running down their 

spines. 

They somehow felt that this human’s gaze wasn’t quite right…. Looking at them as though they were a 

scrumptious meal?? Was there something wrong, obviously he was their scrumptious meal alright? 

Li Moying’s Profound Energy within him was incomparably abundant right now and the surging 

Profound Energy seemed to be seeping out from his meridians! The light balls earlier not only 

replenished the Profound Energy which he lost in the battle earlier, in fact it even reaped additional 

rewards for him. 



He grabbed his sword with his backhand and his Profound Energy within him poured out in torrents! His 

sword qi warp and weft in weaving, overbearing and assertive! 

Those magical beasts which pounced up were grazed by his sword qi and were instantly scorched while 

giving off miserable shrills! Some of them fled for their lives immediately but some which were injured 

turned even more savage and ruthless as they howled wildly while pouncing towards Li Moying! 

Li Moying looked at those injured ones which had escaped and he suddenly felt a sense of regret….. 

He had finally injured some… alright, it was actually easy to injure them… but those were his Profound 

Energy, his cultivation! They just ran and ran and ran off like that…. 

Although he thought in that way but he was rather steady in differentiating the consequences. 

The few magical beasts in front were evidently the strongest among those which had pounced over 

earlier. 

Li Moying’s Amethyst Light Sword kept waving as it absorbed the surrounding Heaven and Earth 

Profound Qi, all gathering towards him. 

It seemed as though with every strike of his sword, a magical beast would fall beneath his feet! 

Whereas for the light balls from those deceased magical beasts, it was all absorbed into his body! 

His Profound Energy was hence replenished and the aura around him grew stronger and stronger, as the 

speed of his moves became faster and faster! 

Very soon, another magical beast became a dead soul under his sword and the light balls…. 

Li Moying totally didn’t restrain himself any further as he intentionally unleashed the Profound Energy 

within him recklessly without any scruples. This was because his motive had already changed from 

evading the magical beasts’ attacks to attracting the magical beasts’ attacks! He wished that more 

magical beasts would gather around him! 

The flow moved in circles and Li Moying felt his own cultivation rising in an evident speed. With this 

speed of killing, he didn’t need to wait till the sky turned dark and he would be able to advance! 

But this little region of magical beasts was rather limited and a large portion of magical beasts had 

already lost interest when Huang Yueli and Li Moying first hid into the array, departing long ago. 

So after an hour plus or more later, Li Moying’s feet laid many high levelled magical beasts corpses and 

the surrounding magical beasts, other than those few which had escaped earlier, the rest of them had 

all been killed by him cleanly. 

Huang Yueli had also left the array long ago and her mouth had turned into an “O” shape with an 

extremely dazed expression on her face. 

“You…. you, you….” 

Was there something wrong with this? Although her own fiancé was indeed powerful but… these were 

all sixth and seventh grade magical beasts! 



To ordinary seventh stage realm practitioners, just meeting with one was already very tough to deal 

with. 

Li Moying actually killed a large heap of them in such a short amount of time? 

Moreover it felt much simpler than killing chickens….. 

Chapter 1525: Free cultivation giveaway (3) 

 

Li Moying saw her walking over and waved to her. 

 “Li’er, come try and absorb these light balls’ energy too.” 

 His speed of taking down those last few magical beasts was extremely fast and there were some light 

balls which he had yet to absorb as it was still floating in mid-air. 

 Huang Yueli walked over and asked, “These light balls are formed out of Profound Energy gathered 

within those magical beasts?” 

 Li Moying nodded, “Should be. I finally understand why Sage Wu Ding’s manuscript recorded that the 

more magical beasts are killed, the greater the rewards reaper! This valley is basically the farm for those 

magical beasts which Cloudy Qilin Clan reared and their motive is to provide Profound Energy for the 

clan’s geniuses to absorb.” 

 Huang Yueli stretched out her hand and absorbed a light ball which was floating. 

 When the light ball touched her palm, it quickly melded into her body. 

 But a few moments later, she frowned. 

 “Thunder attributed Profound energy… doesn’t seem too compatible with me.” 

 Her innate talent was fire attributed and she could be considered as a heaven grade talent in that 

aspect but her thunder attributed innate talent was merely at ninth grade. 

 Ninth grade innate talent in the entire Soaring Heavens Continent was considered as a peerless genius 

which was a rare talent but as compared to the geniuses in the ancient God clans geniuses, it was rather 

unremarkable. 

 So when she was absorbing the Profound Energy, there was an evident difference between her and Li 

Moying. Her absorption speed and effect were much weaker as compared to Li Moying. 

 Li Moying smiled and said, Dual attribute Thunder and Fire’s Profound Skills damage power is much 

higher. Usually you don’t have the time to cultivate thunder attributed cultivation methods so why not 

take this chance to absorb a little, half the work and twice the effect.” 

 Huang Yueli nodded. 

 She originally wasn’t very interested in Cloudy Qilin Clan’s refinement. After all she was a god grade 

genius of the Sacred Phoenix Clan and if she was able to get to the final inheritance in the Cloudy Qilin 

Clan, that would be like meeting a living ghost! Just how blind were Cloudy Qilin Clan’s seniors whereby 



they weren’t able to judge her clan’s bloodline? If she went up to try out the refinement process, the 

advantages which she got would be limited and perhaps her identity might even be exposed. 

 But looking at those light balls filled with energy lying on the ground, she was tempted by it. 

 Especially now that she had an exceedingly unsurpassed top exponent Li Moying right beside her, killing 

magical beasts was such an easy feat so absorbing Profound Energy to her was just as simple as lifting a 

finger. 

 Having thought of this, her face revealed a sweet smile, you’re working so hard to kill the magical 

beasts and if I were to absorb the energy away, it’s not very nice of me to do that…..” 

 Li Moying couldn’t help but laughed as he pinched her face, “Are you really feeling sorry or just 

pretending to be so? It’s originally my duty to take care of my wife so sharing some Profound Energy 

with you is just a small matter.” 

 Huang Yueli’s lips lifted in satisfaction as she ran off to absorb the rest of the light balls. 

 Finding out about the regulations of the valley’s refinement, the two of them need not continue hiding 

in the cave. 

 They roamed around the valley hand in hand and the minute they saw thunder attributed magical 

beasts, they immediately went up to kill it while absorbing the energy in the light balls. 

 In order to allow Huang Yueli to obtain a little more Profound Energy, Li Moying practically beat up the 

magical beasts till they were on their last breath and dragging it all the way till Huang Yueli reached and 

allowed her to give them the last blow. During the actual combat, they discovered that the practitioner 

who last killed the magical beasts would yield a higher rate of absorbing the light balls. 

 However, even so, the speed of Huang Yueli’s cultivation advancement couldn’t be compared to Li 

Moying’s! 

 When Li Moying first entered the valley, his cultivation was merely at seventh stage realm fifth level but 

it had only been seven days since they came and he had already broken through three small realms 

continuously, arriving at seventh stage realm eighth level! 

Chapter 1526: Free cultivation giveaway (4) 

 

Li Moying was just twenty one years old this year and he had already reached seventh stage realm 

eighth level. 

 If this matter was spread out, it was absolutely an achievement which had never been fulfilled since the 

dawn of time. 

 Ever since ten thousand years ago when the change in Soaring Heavens Continent occurred causing the 

thinning of Heaven and Earth’s Profound Qi, no one had been able to achieve such cultivation speed! He 

had already far surpassed all the geniuses in the past ten thousand years! 

 Huang Yueli’s advancement speed couldn’t catch up to his but she had reaped great benefits as well. 



 When she first entered this place, she was only at fifth stage realm first level. She had barely broken 

through to the fifth stage realm in just under one month ago. 

 Whereas now, her cultivation had already broken through to fifth stage realm fourth level! 

 Of course, although the two of them had been promoted by three small realms, but as Li Moying’s 

cultivation was much higher, the difficulty of promotion for him was ten times or more than for Huang 

Yueli! 

 But Huang Yueli had not felt disappointed because of this. 

 This valley originally was the Cloudy Qilin Sect’s refinement grounds and as a member of the opposing 

energy of Cloudy Qilin Sect being able to gain all the advantages here was already a stolen fact. 

 A young Sacred Phoenix Race’s lass actually followed their own clan’s genius into the top rated 

refinement grounds which only Cloudy Qilin Clan’s peerless geniuses could enter based on their mixed 

Profound Energy. Furthermore she only needed to stay behind her man, didn’t need to use much energy 

and Profound Energy would automatically be sent to her. If the seniors of the Cloudy Qilin Clan found 

out about this, they would probably explode from fury immediately! 

 However she was having such a good life now because someone had let her find such a great fiancé like 

Li Moying? 

 Furthermore, there weren’t only magical beasts in the valley. There were plenty of secret rooms in this 

place, like the ones which Sage Wu Ding left behind. All these were all historical remains left behind by 

those Cloudy Qilin Sect’s top exponents when they went into closed door cultivation. In those rooms 

were Profound Armaments, medicinal pills and manuscripts which were left behind by those top 

exponents. As time went by, those items were no longer owned by anyone. 

 The mechanisms and restraint outside the historical remains wasn’t an obstacle to Huang Yueli. 

 Hence while they were killing magical beasts to cultivate, they also entered plenty of other secret 

rooms and caves, retrieving all those treasures. 

 These things were all kept away by Huang Yueli. 

 Unknowingly, the two of them had stayed for several days in the valley and the designated date to 

leave the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region had reached but they were still unable to find a way to leave this 

place. 

 However, the both of them weren’t overly anxious because the cultivation speed in the valley was just 

too fast! 

 Huang Yueli and Li Moying were both knowledgeable people and they naturally knew that as long as 

they had enough ability, there would be a way to leave the mystic region. But chances like this to raise 

their cultivations quickly were rare. It was evident which was more important. 

 But although they weren’t too mindful of this, their disappearance had already caused a huge 

commotion between the two Sects. 

 … 



 Outside the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region, Murong De and Cui Yuan Shan both led their Elders and stood 

in place according to the array’s position, preparing to reactivate the mystic region once again in order 

for those disciples who went in for training to leave. 

 Before the activation of the mystic region, everyone present was in anticipation and nervous. 

 Entering the ancient mystic region was indeed a heavenly opportunity but chance and crisis often co-

existed and every time they entered a mystic region, there would be a number of talented disciples who 

would meet with their demise within. 

 If the demised talents were too many or too powerful, then to the Sect it would not be an opportunity 

but rather a huge loss incurred! 

 Murong De turned his head back to take a look at Cui Yuan Shan only to discover that his expression 

was steely green, apparently much more anxious than himself. 

Chapter 1527: Disastrous losses (1) 

 

This time entering the mystic region, the risks of Green Cloud Sect was much higher than Celestial Light 

Sect. 

Because the number of quota which Green Cloud had gained was a total of thirty percent of the total 

number of people so if anything were to happen, their mutual support possibility was very minute and 

of course they would be at a disadvantage as compared to the side with more people. 

Moreover this time round, Celestial Light Sect’s leader was Li Moying! 

A number one genius in South Sky Region, not only did he have exceeding innate talent, he also had 

abundant experience in terms of experience training. So with him leading the team and with a high 

levelled Armament Master like Huang Yueli to aid him, Celestial Light Sect basically had no worries in 

terms of safety. If there were any truly great chances, Green Cloud Sect would not be able to win him at 

all. 

Thinking of this, Murong De’s heart couldn’t help but feel complacent. 

Just at this moment, intense shaking could be felt from the ground. 

The auspicious time was up and all the Elders injected their Profound Energy, reactivating the entrance 

of the Cloudy Qiling Mystic Region. 

Very soon, one after another disciple started to walk out of the entrance. 

Cui Yuan Shan hurried up to welcome them and started to do a tally on the number of people while 

enquiring on their rewards in the mystic region. 

Murong De, on the other hand, was very unhurried because with Li Moying around, he was extremely at 

ease. 

But not too long later, he realised that things were not right. 

Those Celestial Light Sect disciples who walked out of the mystic region were all looking pale, as though 

they had suffered a huge setback without any sliver of joy from gaining opportunities within the mystic 

region. 

The entrance was only activated for two hours and as time went by, two hours was going to be up but 

none of the top talents which Murong De was most concerned about had appeared at all. 

He originally thought that Li Moying and the rest were all at the back but there was no one else who 

walked out from the entrance and there was no sight of them as well. 



Murong De’s expression finally changed and he called a direct disciple dressed in blue as he asked 

anxiously, “What’s going on? Why is Young Sect Master, Young Miss and the rest still not out yet?” 

The blue robed disciple trembled and lowered his head, his voice started to shake. 

“Reporting…. to Sect Master, Young Sect Master he…. he didn’t manage to come to the gathering point. 

He seems… seems to have gone missing in the mystic region…..”  

Murong De originally had some wild guesses in his mind but he somehow felt that he must have guessed 

wrongly. Li Moying had always been rather reliable and never made any mistakes at a crucial point of 

time so how could he possibly fall in a mere mystic region? 

But from the looks of it now….. 

There was a greater shock waiting for him as that blue robed disciples paused for a moment and 

clenched his teeth then braced himself to continue, “Not only Young Sect Master, Young Miss, Junior 

Sister Bai, Senior Brother Li, they have all disappeared….. Senior Brother Luo originally came to the 

gathering point but he left when the mystic region reactivated just to go search for Young Sect 

Master….” 

When Murong De heard that, his eyes rolled over and instantly fainted. 

An Elder who was standing behind him reacted quickly to catch hold of him and fed him with a medicinal 

pill thus allowing him to regain consciousness. 

Although he was conscious, but Murong De was still shaking totally in fear and shock, not daring to 

believe what he heard was true. 

“You… explain to me clearly…. The few of them are all top rated talents so how is it possible that they…. 

all went missing?” 

Hearing those interrogative questions, the blue robed disciple immediately started to sweat. 

He had heard Luo Jiyun and Fang Shaoning’s words earlier and knew that Li Lingchuan had conspired 

with the others to scheme Li Moying, and were killed instead. 

Chapter 1528: Disastrous losses (2) 

 

But he wasn’t sure if Murong De would believe in these kinds of words because it implicated his 

biological daughter Murong Fei! 

 Moreover, Green Cloud Sect’s disciples were around as well and this matter concerned Green Cloud 

Sect’s eldest disciple Leng Yi Feng. 

 The blue robed disciple was only an ordinary direct disciple and if this matter turns into a huge 

commotion he was worried that he would be the one who had to take on the anger from them. 

 But he hesitated for a moment and decided to tell the truth. 

 Just as he was about to open his mouth, a bustle of commotion was suddenly heard coming from the 

crowd. 

 “Look quickly! There’s some movements from the entrance, someone’s coming out again!” 

 “This is just too timely! Merely another ten over breaths and the entrance will be shut so this is the last 

opportunity to leave!” 

 “I wonder who has such good luck? Could it be Young Sect Master?” 



 “It must be him! I don’t believe that with Young Sect Master’s kind of ability, he would really fall to his 

demise like that!” 

 Everyone turned their heads towards the entrance of the mystic region and Murong De and Cui Yuan 

Shan agitatedly walked towards the front of the mystic region. 

 At the entrance were two ashen faced figures, almost as though they crawled and rolled out from 

there. 

 Their clothes on them were tattered and stuck with mud and dust and furthermore they had serious 

injuries inflicted upon them. Some wounds were so deep which the bones could be seen and there were 

some where their skins were evidently scorched, cutting an extremely dishevelled state. 

 But no matter what they were two live beings. 

 Everyone leaned close and cried out in joy. 

 “It’s Senior Sister Murong and Senior Brother Li! They’re actually not dead and have managed to come 

out successfully at the last minute!” 

 “No matter what, at least they’re still alive…..” 

 Just as Murong Fei and Li Lingchuan got out, the entrance to the mystic region started to close up 

slowly. “Quickly look! The entrance to the mystic region is going to disappear!” 

 “That’s it, this time it’s really the end! Young Sect Master he really didn’t come out! And that Leng Yi 

Feng from Green Cloud Sect! They…. are they really…” 

 Amidst the crowd who were in shock, the ones with the ugliest expressions on them were the two Sect 

Masters Murong De and Cui Yuan Shan. 

 They were the most outstanding eldest disciples under their wings and they had not come out from the 

mystic region whereas now, the mystic region’s entrance was going to close up! This meant that they 

were not able to come out anymore. So even if they had not died, they were destined to die inside the 

mystic region! 

 They urged the Elders at the same time, “Try to hang on for a moment more, to let the entrance shut a 

little later!” 

 But the Elders’ Profound Energy were extremely limited and no matter how hard they tried to drag on 

the time, but the entrance still shut eventually. 

 This meant that the mystic region experience training this time had really completely ended. 

 Li Moying and Leng Yi Feng, really didn’t manage to come out of there…. 

 Murong De’s feet turned into jelly and almost fainted once again! 

 Celestial Light Sect’s losses are simply too severe! 

 A peerless genius like Li Moying in South Sky Region died just like that! He was the greatest hope who 

could possibly bring Celestial Light Sect to the peak! Murong De placed all his hopes onto him! 



 In the end… he actually had such an ending?? 

 This kind of peerless genius, shouldn’t he have extra luck on him and no matter what difficulties he met, 

he would be able to turn ill luck into good luck? How could he have died so easily? 

Chapter 1529: Disastrous losses (3) 

 

Furthermore, Celestial Light Sect’s losses weren’t just this. 

 Li Moying’s fiancée Bai Ruoli also didn’t manage to come out. Although this young lass wasn’t nurtured 

by Celestial Light Sect, but she was an accidental reward. But such a talented Armament Master with 

such good cultivation innate talent was so rare that even Li Moying couldn’t hope to be compared with 

her! 

 Murong De was feeling delighted secretly for taking in such a peerless genius because of Li Moying. 

 But he had not expected that this treasure had just fallen into their hands for only a few days and even 

before it warmed up, it also disappeared together with him? 

 And Luo Jiyun as well, although he wasn’t a peerless talent as compared to Li Moying and Huang Yueli, 

but he was still an eighth grade talent and was one of those outstanding disciples whom he could 

entrust his hopes onto! There were only three or four eighth grade talented disciples in Celestial Light 

Sect and to have one fallen right here made Murong De feel an extreme heartache! 

 But the lucky thing among the misfortune was that Murong Fei and Li Lingchuan were still alive….. 

 Murong De looked at the both of them and hurriedly summoned the Sect’s doctors over to render first 

aid upon seeing their serious injuries. 

 “Quick, Divine Doctors, please take a look at Fei’er and Master Li, their injuries are not light so we 

cannot afford to delay any treatment!” 

 “Sect Master please be assured. Eldest Young Miss and Master Li’s injuries may be serious but they 

have not reached a life and death situation and as long as they spend more time resting, they should 

have hopes to recuperate…..” 

 Murong De heaved a sigh of relief as he knew that both of them should be alright but recalling about Li 

Moying and the rest who had completely disappeared, he couldn’t help but feel bouts of heartache. 

 Murong De turned towards that blue robed disciple as he continued on the topic which was 

interrupted. 

 “You come back here, earlier this Sect Master has yet to finish my interrogation! What on earth 

happened to Young Sect Master and the rest? Tell me everything you know!” 

 Blue robed disciple cried out in pain silently as he was thinking that he had finally managed to evade a 

crisis earlier but why was it that Murong De had to remember about him now. 

 But now that things were in such bad state, Li Lingchuan and Murong Fei were just by the side so how 

was he supposed to reply? 



 “This… about this… ughh, actually, Young Sect Master he…..” Blue robed disciple hemmed and hawed. 

 Just at this moment, a weak voice was heard butting in from the side. 

 “Mas…. Master, Eldest Senior Brother…. When something happened to him, Fei’er and I were right 

there…..” 

 Li Lingchuan opened his mouth and Murong De immediately walked up to him agitatedly while 

questioning in detail, “What? You witnessed it? What on earth happened to your Eldest Senior Brother? 

Could he really… really had a mishap? Cannot be, with that kind of innate talent and his cool and 

composed manner, surely it wouldn’t turn out in that manner right?” 

 He stared at Li Lingchuan and hoped to see him nod his head! 

 However Li Lingchuan sighed and said softly, “Master, this time Eldest Senior Brother he…. really…. I 

had not expected this to happen, but…..” 

 Murong De saw black! 

 He stumbled and clutched his chest as he took deep breaths and stabilised his emotion. 

 “Not right, how could this be possible? You really witnessed it with your own eyes?” 

 Li Lingchuan nodded, “Master, please restrain your grief and accept fate…..” 

 Murong De was still unwilling to accept the truth but continued chiselling at it, “You… tell me clearly in 

detail, what exactly happened to your Eldest Senior Brother? What situation was that even he couldn’t 

handle it at all? He still has Bai Ruoli next to him!” 

 When Li Lingchuan heard his questions, he frowned slightly as his gaze floated towards Cui Yuan Shan 

while bearing an expression which seemed as though he wanted to say something but was hesitant 

about it. 

Chapter 1530: Disastrous losses (4) 

 

Murong De was feeling extremely flustered as he asked, “What on earth do you mean? Tell me quickly?” 

 “But… Master, it’s best that we discuss this in private. This occasion… is not suitable…..” 

 While Li Lingchuan was saying that, he intentionally casted a look at Cui Yuan Shan. 

 This time round, Murong De finally understood that he had a hidden meaning in his words as he 

frowned, “What do you mean by that? What can’t you say out openly? Don’t tell me, that Moying’s 

death…. Has something to do with Green Cloud Sect?” 

 “This…..” Li Lingchuan gave a shocked look as though his thoughts had been poked with a hole. 

 Murong De’s expression sunk, “So it’s really like that? I was just saying… Moying’s ability is so excellent, 

how was it possible that he would meet with his demise here. Looks like it’s really the Green Cloud Sect 

who had been playing tricks!” 



 Cui Yuan Shan heard that and took quick steps over with a stern look in his eyes, starting fiercely at Li 

Lingchuan. 

 “Little fellow, how dare you sprout nonsense and malign us Green Cloud Sect? Obviously there are 

more Celestial Light Sect people so how would our Sect have the ability to harm you guys? Make things 

clearly on what exactly happened! This Sect Master also suspects that Yi Feng’s death…. is related to Li 

Moying!” 

 Cui Yuan Shan’s mood was originally very bad and Green Cloud Sect’s losses were quite big as well. 

 Leng Yi Feng wasn’t able to leave the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region alive. 

 He wasn’t just Green Cloud Sect’s eldest disciple that simple, his backing was from Sky Emperor City’s 

Leng family! 

 Although Leng Yi Feng had met with a mishap during the experience training but to a super powerhouse 

like Leng family, they need not talk reason with him and if they insisted on venting their anger on Green 

Cloud Sect, Cui Yuan Shan just simply could not take on this responsibility! 

 Cui Yuan Shan was already feeling heartache and was on the verge of eruption. 

 He had not expected that Li Lingchuan would cast a pot of dirty water over. Whatever he tried to say 

meant to hint that Green Cloud Sect’s people had caused Li Moying’s death! This made him explode 

completely! 

 Although Li Lingchuan was prepared, but under the suppression of a well-established ninth stage realm 

top expert, his sweat started to sprout and taking on the opponent’s impact, Li Lingchuan’s internal 

injury which had just gotten slightly better worsened again as he couldn’t help but spat out mouthfuls of 

blood. 

 Murong De hurriedly stood in between the two of them. 

 “Enough Brother Cui, let’s talk things out properly! Bullying a junior like that, what ability is that 

considered to be?” 

 Cui Yuan Shan laughed coldly, “I want to hear what rubbish he has prepared to cook up!” 

 Li Lingchuan coughed several times and his voice became even weaker, “Mas… Master, Sect Master Cui, 

you two… stop arguing, please listen to what I have to say. Ten days ago in the Cloudy Qilin Mystic 

Region, Third Junior Sister and I partnered together to go on experience learning and when we heard 

fighting sounds from the mountain nearby, we headed up to check it out. In the end we saw Eldest 

Senior Brother and Mister Leng arguing and were about to fight it out!” 

 “What? They really started to fight?” Murong De frowned. 

 Li Lingchuan nodded, “That’s right, I went up with Third Junior Sister to mediate in their quarrel then we 

discovered that the both of them were on loggerheads over who a spot of treasure belongs to. Eldest 

Senior Brother and Mister Leng both stuck to their own version of the story and I was thinking since our 

two Sects are usually on good terms, naturally it would be best if we can place harmony as the priority 

so I suggested splitting the treasure equally. Whoever knew that both of them didn’t agree and upon 

disagreement, they started to fight!” 



 “Third Junior Sister and I originally wanted to mediate but whoever knew we were both affected by 

their Profound Energies and out of carelessness, both of us sustained serious injuries!” 

 Murong De cried out in surprise, “What? Your injury is also caused by Leng Yi Feng?” 

 


